Bifurcations of periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic oscillations are most frequently observed in forced nonlinear circuits containing saturable inductors, whose dynamics are described by nonautonomous dierential equations with periodic external forcing terms. A Poincar e mapping is commonly applied to the study of the bifurcation phenomena. We present some elementary discussion of the codimension one and two bifurcations of periodic solution and give a practical method to obtain various bifurcation diagrams. As illustrated examples, we show numerical results for typical circuits.
Introduction: Circuit Model and its Dynamics
An electric circuit containing a saturable inductor exhibits various nonlinear phenomena 1 , such as the coexistence of several periodic oscillations which are correlated with the jump and hysteresis behaviors, the fundamental, higher-harmonic and sub-harmonic resonances, the appearance of quasi-periodic and chaotic states of oscillations, etc. The state change due to the variation of system parameters in dynamical systems is referred to as bifurcation. The generic codimension one bifurcations are classied into three types: tangent, period-doubling and the Hopf bifurcations, each of which corresponds to generation of a pair of periodic solutions, branching of periodic solution and appearance of quasi-periodic solutions, respectively. For analyzing such nonlinear phenomena, we present a numerical method to obtain the codimension one bifurcation sets. The method is easily applicable to the case of bifurcations with codimension two. In this chapter, to see various nonlinear phenomena, we consider simple but typical three circuits 1, 2 shown in Fig. 1 . In the rest of this section, we introduce fundamental equations derived from the circuits. Section 2 is devoted to summarize mathematical concepts and technical procedures for analyzing topological properties of periodic solutions and their bifurcations. Our main results of analysis are shown in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4 are given complementing remarks and problems related to the subjects.
As the rst example, let us consider the electric circuit shown in Fig. 1 (a) , see also Chap. 5 in Ref. 
where n is the number of turns of the inductor coil and is the magnetic ux in the core. Note that the saturable reactor has a secondary coil through which the biasing direct current ows. Then, neglecting hysteresis, we assume the saturation curves of the core be characterized by 
where a 1 , a 2 and a 3 are constants. We introduce nondimensional variables u and v, dened by i = I n u; = 8 n v (4) where I n and 8 n are appropriate base quantities of the current and the ux, respectively. Then Eq. 
Although the base quantities I n and 8 n are arbitrarily, we choose them as n! 2 C8 n = I n ;
Then, eliminating i R 1 and i C in Eqs.
(1) and using Eqs. (4) and (6), we obtain 
Equation (7) can be transformed to the alternative form 
The second example is an electric circuit as shown in Fig. 1 (b) , see also Chap. 11 in Ref. 1 . Following the notation in the gure, the circuit equations are written as follows:
where a and b are the magnetic uxes in the cores, and n is the number of turns of each coil wound around the cores. The nonlinear characteristics of the cores are assumed to be 
f a n a n b n c n under the assumptions that dx=d , dy=d , dz=d and k 1 are small. We consider the third example of circuit shown in Fig. 1 (c) , which is a singlephase to three-phase converter of ferro-resonance type 2 . The electric-magnetic circuit is considered as a composed system such that electric and magnetic sub-circuits are connected through dynamic gyrators. The dynamic gyrator and an equivalent circuit of the phase converter are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively. The characteristics of the dynamic gyrator is expressed by 
where f , , v and i are the magnetomotive force, ux, voltage and current, respectively, and n is the number of turns of inductor coil. In the equivalent circuit for the phase converter, we assume that the magnetic reluctance P n , whose characteristics of the magnetomotive force f () be a nonlinear function of the ux :
We also assume the other elements be linear. Following the notation in Fig. 3 , the circuit equations are derived, from the magnetic sub-circuit, 
Bifurcation of Periodic States
In this section, we rst summarize mathematical concepts and techniques for analyzing topological properties of periodic solutions and their bifurcation conditions. Then we will show a computational method for nding codimension one and two bifurcation sets.
Poincar e Mapping and Classication of Hyperbolic Fixed Points
Let us consider a nonautonomous ordinary dierential equation:
where x 2 R n is the state and 2 R m is the system parameter. Let f : R 2 R n 2 R m ! R n be suciently dierentiable for all arguments and periodic in time with period 2, i.e., f(t + 2; x; ) = f(t; x; ). We also assume that the solution of Eq. (34) with initial condition u := x(0), denoted by '(t; u; ), exists for all t. Since f has the period 2, we can naturally dene a dieomorphism T , called the Poincar e map, from the state space R n into itself: + 1 1 1 + a n01 + a n = 0 (37) where I is the n 2 n identity matrix, and DT denotes the derivative of T . We call u is hyperbolic, if all the absolute values of the eigenvalues of T are dierent from unity 3, 4 . The topological type of a hyperbolic xed point is determined by the dim E u and det L u , where E u is the intersection of R n and the direct sum of the generalized eigenspaces of DT (u) corresponding to the eigenvalues such that jj > 1, and 
Codimension Two Bifurcations
Codimension two bifurcation generally takes place under two dierent kinds of bifurcation conditions. The codimension two bifurcation occurs naturally if system parameters are changed as two-dimensionally in parameter space. Hence the bifurcation value is generally obtained as an isolated point in the planar bifurcation diagram. Note that in a neighborhood of the codimension two bifurcation point, the dynamical behavior exhibits complicated features, and some types of codimension two bifurcations relate to the generation of chaotic states 8, 9, 10 . There are six types of codimension two bifurcations combining two conditions of three dierent codimension one bifurcations. While, in a bifurcation diagram of the parameter plane, we observe codimension two bifurcation at the intersection of several curves representing codimension one bifurcations. The possible types of planer bifurcation diagrams including codimension two bifurcation points are sketched in Fig. 4 . In each diagram, the condition on codimension two bifurcation is dierent from each other. Intuitively, we consider codimension two bifurcation as the transversal intersection of two codimension one bifurcation curves on a xed point manifold in the product spaces of states and parameters. According to each diagram shown in Fig. 4 , we call all types of codimension two bifurcations as: 
-, (b) P 2 -, (c) H 2 -, (d) T P -, (e) T H-or (f) HP -bifurcation. The curves labeled by symbols G, I and H denote the T -, P -and H-bifurcation sets for xed
points, respectively.
II-f: Hopf-Period-doubling bifurcation (ab. HP-bifurcation)
The bifurcation value can be calculated by solving the system equations constructed by the xed-point relation, i.e., Eq. (36), and two conditions for the codimension two bifurcation. In order to apply Newton's method, we must choose the bifurcation conditions so that the Jacobian matrix of the system equations is nonsingular. See Refs. 8 and 9, for the detail.
Results of Analysis
We now show numerical results obtained from the analysis of the dynamical systems that describe the circuits shown in Fig. 1. 
Dung's Equations
We rewrite Dung's equation (9) and consider bifurcation problems for = (B; k 1 ). Figure 11 shows a bifurcation diagram of xed points observed in the Poincar e map for Eqs. (61). In the diagram, dotted and solid curves denote the Hopf and tangent bifurcations, respectively, and the region in which a stable xed point exists is shading. When the values of system parameters vary across the Hopf bifurcation curve in the direction from inside to outside of the stable region, we observe the appearance of an ICC of the Poincar e map, which corresponds to a quasi-periodic solution of Eqs. (61). Some phase portraits of ICC's are shown in Fig. 12. The parameter values at which the oscillations exist are denoted by circled points with symbols a, b, c and d in Fig. 11 . It is well known that there exists a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations of periodic solutions in nonlinear dynamical systems.
Similar bifurcation process may occur in ICC's of the Poincar e map: a stable ICC becomes unstable and there appears stable but twice winding ICC . In this case the winding number of the ICC is doubling. Figures 12 (a), (b) and (c) show this process observed in Eqs. (61) for the variation of the parameter k 1 . Hence, after an innite of the process, we observe a quasi-periodic-like chaotic solution, e.g., see Fig. 12 (d) for iterates of the Poincar e map. Because of the mathematical diculty, little is known about this type of bifurcation for ICC. But we can deal with a quasi-periodic solution through an investigation of properties of limit cycles observed in the averaged system (62). Note that limit cycles of Eqs. (62) correspond to quasi-periodic solutions of Eqs. (61). Therefore the stability and bifurcation of quasi-periodic solutions can be discussed by results of an investigation of limit cycles. To investigate qualitative properties of limit cycles observed in the autonomous system, we study xed points of a Poincar e map dened by the local cross section or Poincar e section 5. Hence we dene the Poincar e map as the rst return map from 5 to 5 by the solution. Our method for calculating bifurcation sets, stated in Sec. 2, is applicable to the bifurcation problems of autonomous systems with a minor modication.
Before showing results, we summarize notations about bifurcations of equilibria and limit cycles observed in the autonomous system. We use symbols h and g l (l = 1; 2) for the Hopf and tangent bifurcation sets of equilibria, respectively, and the symbol I m for period-doubling bifurcation set of m-periodic limit cycle. Fig. 11 and Fig. 13 , we see that bifurcations in the original system are well explained by the averaged system. In Fig. 13 , the shaded region is a parameter area in which there exists a stable limit cycle generated by the Hopf bifurcation h of an equilibrium. Limit sets observed in Eqs. (62) with specied by circled points with symbols a, b, c and d in Fig. 13 are illustrated in Fig. 14 . The doubling process of winding numbers of limit cycles occurs and entirely a chaotic attractor appears. From Fig. 12 , we see that every limit set is well corresponding to the invariant set with the same parameter values. Now we consider a global bifurcation, the generation or extinction of a limit cycle due to the appearance of a homoclinic structure. With decreasing k 1 through the tangent bifurcation curve g 1 in Fig. 13 , a pair of stable and unstable equilibria appears. For certain values of the parameters, -and !-branches of the unstable equilibrium form a separatrix loop. The dotted curve L 1 in Fig. 13 indicates the parameter set on which the separatrix loop is obtained. The method to nd bifurcation values is summarized in Appendix A. The parameter curve is also a bifurcation set of the generation or extinction of a limit cycle due to the coalescence of the limit cycle to the equilibrium. The appearance of the separatrix loop in the averaged equations suggests the existence of a homoclinic structure in the original equations (61). We We call a solution '(t) as P i -symmetrical solution if '(t) = P i '(t) holds for i = 1; 2 or 3. We note that the system of Eqs. (65) 
where (t) = ( 1 (t); 2 (t); 3 (t); 4 (t)) is the periodic solution passing through the xed point u = (x 0 1 ; x 0 2 ; x 0 3 ; x 0 4 ) at t = 0. Figure 18 shows an example of phase portrait of (t) and u at the parameter values denoted by the circled point a in Fig. 17 (a) . The shaded region in Fig. 17 (a) shows a parameter area in which the solutions u and P 1 u exist. The circled point labeled by b in Fig. 17 (b) shows the TP -bifurcation set, which is an intersection of curves G 5 and I 2 . Figure 20 illustrates an enlargement for the neighborhood of the TP -bifurcation parameter. In Fig. 20 , the point a indicates another type of codimension two bifurcation, that is, T 2 -bifurcation as an intersecting point of curves G 2 and H 2 , which denote tangent and Hopf bifurcation sets of a 2-periodic point, respectively. The 2-periodic point is generated by the period-doubling bifurcation of a stable xed point which corresponds to the P 1 -symmetrical solution, or satises P 1 u = u, where u is the state of the xed point. For the 2-periodic point, say v, the condition T (v) = P 1 v holds. The parameter regions in which stable xed and 2-periodic points exist are, respectively, denoted by shading and in Fig. 20 . We observe an ICC caused by the variation of system parameters through the Hopf bifurcation curve H 2 from inside to outside of the shaded region. Figure 21 (a) shows a (x 1 ; x 2 )-plane phase portrait of the ICC of T with parameter values denoted by the point c in Fig. 20 . We see that two closed curves are symmetric with respect to the coordinate transformation of P 1 . On the other hand, we observe a single closed curve of T at the point d, see Fig. 21 (b) . Therefore for certain value of parameters between the points c and d, the -and !-branches of the xed point of type 1 I intersect each other and consequently form a homoclinic structure. The appearance of the homoclinic structure is also suggested by the observation of an attractor shown in Fig. 21 (c) and its enlarged diagram (d) . When the value of B continuously decreases along the line`in Fig. 20 , on the period-doubling bifurcation set I, the attractor suddenly disappears with the extinction of -branch of the xed point.
We nally mention that some kind of T P -bifurcation is related to a transition from a chaotic attractor with phase-drift-type to an almost-phase-locked chaotic attractor, see Ref. Fig. 17 (b) . The bifurcation curves G and I correspond to G 5 and I 2 in Fig. 17 (b) , respectively. A few bifurcation sets are omitted for the simplicity. 
Remarks and Further Problems
Some nonlinear phenomena in dynamical systems that describe three electrical circuits have been investigated from the bifurcational viewpoint. For nding bifurcation values of parameters, we have shown the computational algorithm using a shooting method. Our method enables us to obtain directly bifurcation values from the original equations without special coordinate transformation. Hence we can easily trace out various bifurcation sets in an appropriate parameter plane. Bifurcation of the invariant closed curve (ICC ) of the Poincar e map, i.e., bifurcation of quasi-periodic solution of dierential equation, is a global bifurcation and is very dicult for us to nd directly bifurcation conditions. This kind of bifurcation appears naturally in our second and third circuit models, and is an interesting future problem to be considered. where 0 is the bifurcation value of the system parameter. Figure 22 shows a schematic diagram for a separatrix of x 0 in R 3 . In the gure, S is a plane that tangentially contacts to the stable manifold of the equilibrium x 0 , and h is a vector that intersects orthogonally to S. Given 1 
